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THE LEFT BOOK CL UB IN A USTRAHA

by John Arnold
(Member ofthe Australian Society for the Study of Labour History)

The Left Book Club in both Australia and Britain was a significant educational

institution, providing the left and the left-leaning with cheap informative

reading matter. The club helped educate the old left in Australia in the same
way that the universities of the sixties educated the new left
The Club was founded by Victor Gollancz in London in May 1936. Gollancz

was already a successful and innovative publisher having founded Victor
Gollancz Ltd in 1928 and the club owed much of its success to his energy,

commitment and organisational skills. With its motto of 'KNOWLEDGE,
RESPONSIBILITY, UNITY', Gollancz saw the club as 'an instrument of

enlightenment' and its members 'missionaries in the greatest of all tasks - that
of spreading political knowledge'.

This was to be achieved by issuing its members each month with a cheap,
informative and readable book on the pressing political and social questions.

These monthly books were selected jointly by Gollancz, academic and public
intellectual Harold Laski and the socialist writer John Strachey. The Club

operated in a period of fixed retail price maintenance in the book trade. Club
books had on their cover 'Left Book Club Edition: Not for Sale to the Public

and all titles were also published commercially by Victor Gollancz Ltd in full
cloth binding at two or three times the club price of 2/6. All members also
received the monthly Left News.

Some of the more notable Left Book Club titles included A People s History of

England by A L Morton, issued in May 1938 and still in print; Sidney and
Beatrice Webb's Soviet Communism: a New Civilisation', Stephen Spender s

Forwardfrom Liberalism, George Orwell's The Road to Wigan Pier; John Strachey s
influential The Theory and Practice of Socialism and Arthur Koestler's The Spanish
Testament. There were also many topical books ranging from analyses of
European fascism to the assessment of air'raid preparations.

According to John Lewis, historian and one-time employee of the Left Book
Club,
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'[t]he Club devoted all its efforts to the explanation and advocacy of

a People's Front ... It attracted progressives who were becoming

alarmed at the rise of fascism, were disillusioned by the National

Government, but were impatient with the Labour Party as a vehicle

of protest. These feelings were reinforced by the electoral victories of
Popular Front coalitions in Spain and France in February and May
1936, and in particular by the outbreak of the Spanish Civil War in
July of that year.

By early 1939 membership had grown to 58,000 and the number of discussion
groups throughout the country to 1200. By this time 15 million leaflets had been
distributed, and two million books and half a million each of two pamphlets
sold. This marked the high point of the club's existence. The Soviet-German

pact of non-aggression of August 1939 resulted in a turning point for the club.
It was,according to Lewis, the beginning of the end. The declaration of war in
the following month sealed the club's fate. One of its main aims — to prevent
war - had failed. Membership became split between the Gollancz-Laski 'Stop
Hitler' faction and the Commimist'Stop the War' faction. War conditions also
made it difficult to continue to service the discussion groups and to organise

meetings, and the Left Book Club reverted to being a book club rather than a
movement. The Left News became a magazine of socialist discussion and
membership dropped to aroimd 7,000. The Club continued to issue a book a
month until October 1948 when Gollancz formally woimd it up.

In its early heady days, the Left Book Club movement quickly crossed the
Channel and groups had begun to appear abroad. Its books were soon available
in Australia. As early as August 1936, the Sydney based communist paper, the
Workers Weekly, reported on the formation of the club in England,and indicated
that membership forms were available from the party's Anvil Bookshop.
These early Australian supporters purchased their Left Book Club books as
club members directly from England, or through Australian agents such as the
Anvil Bookshops in Sydney, Brisbane, and Adelaide, and Rawson s Bookshop
in Melbourne. In February 1938, Rawson's placed a display advertisement in
the communist Workers' Voice headed 'LEFT BOOK CLUB FOR AUSTRALIA!'
which began:

From now on you have the same opportunity as English readers of
joining the Club and obtaining the LATEST AND BEST BOOKS
written from a working class viewpoint.

The inonthlv choice, as well as additional books, WILL BE
OBTAINED IN MELBOURNE and CAN BE PAID FOR ON
DELIVERY.It is no longer necessary to send £1 sterling to England.

By late 1938 there were 4,000 Australian members in various state branches, an
Australian Left News and a full-time organizer. All branches had their local
discussion groups. By mid 1939 membership had grown to 4500 and there were

eighy-eight discussion groups spread across the country. There were also
eleven Australian distributors or agents of Left Book Club books. Some,such as
the Anvil Bookshops in Sydney, Queensland and Adelaide were run by or
liidced to the Communist Party of Australia (CPA). Perth had a designated Left
Book Club bookshop, while Rawson's in Melbourne was an independent
radical bookshop.

The first number of the Australian Left News was published by the Sydney
branch in November 1938. The News carried short articles, reports from the
branches and contact addresses for the various discussion groups. The second
number stated that the Left Book Club stood'For Peace Through Knowledge'

and 'To help in the terrible struggle for World Peace; to work for a better social
and economic order, and to resist Fascism, by giving to all who are determined

to play their part in this struggle, such knowledge, as will immensely increase
their efficiency'. These were, the editorial continued, 'objects to which all
Australian men and women of goodwill and humanitarian outlook can
subscribe,irrespective of class,creed or political faith .

The sixth issue was a combined one for April/May 1939. An editorial explained

the reason for the delay and double issue was that, although the magazine had
been well received, it was not paying its way and the debt had fallen on the
New South Wales branch. It appealed for all sympathisers to support the

magazine, hinting that Victor Gollancz himself was considering a scheme to
subsidize Left Book Club activities in Australia but that this was conditional on
the extent to which Australian members rallied to the support of their own

journal. But the carrot, allegedly £500 if membership reached 5,500 was not
sufficient, and the June 1939 issue of Australian Left News was the last. There
was also a short-lived Left News Bulletin issued by the Victorian branch.

Following the signing of the Soviet-German non-aggression pact of August
1939, the CPA and its affiliates came under increasing government suspicion

and intelligence surveillance. There were calls from conservative MPs to ban
the Communist Party. Two months later, the Commonwealth government

used the National Security Regulations to declare the CPA a subversive and

illegal organisation. The ban was announced at 9 p.m. on 15 June and
simultaneous raids were carried out on offices and homes throughout
Australia. Those associated with the Left Book Club were amongst those
raided.

In one raid it was alleged that the police took all the Left Book Club books and
radical texts except Frederick Engels' The Origins of the Family. It was

presumably safe because the title suggested a wholesome rather than
subversive book. Although she wonders whether it was apocryphal, Amirah

Inglis recalls a story circulating about a policeman who thought that Little Red
Riding Hood should be seized. There are other similar stories and such
obviously unnecessary raids embarrassed the Commonwealth Investigation
Branch. But, while they had their humorous note, the raids were clearly
threatening and intimidating. In radical circles in Perth, the police operations
became known as 'The Blitz' and all over Australia many commimists went
xmdergroimd.

After numerous protests from individuals and civil liberties groups, it was agreed that
Left Book Club titles taken from the homes of private individuals would be returned.
But the official attitude was one of suspicion and close surveillance. In response to a

question by Senator J J Dedman regarding the banning ofthe importation or possession
of books issued by the Left Book Club, Attorney- General Hughes stated in the House
of Representatives in December 1940 that '... no such ban of any kind has been
placed on the Left Book Club books, as such'.

It was a clever answer. Although not prohibited outright as such, the prevailing
attitude was that the Left Book Club in Australia was a front for the CPA and

thus subversive. The banning of the party, the raids of 15 June 1940 and after,

coupled with delays in receiving shipments of new monthly choices from

England and the general worsening war situation, spelt the end of an active
Left Book Club in Australia.

The Anvil Bookshop in Sydney was closed down because of its direct link with
the banned CPA. The sister shop in Adelaide in closed September 1940 partly

due to the proprietor's ill-health but also, as he said in a letter to Victor
Gollancz, because of the difficulties caused by the 'banning by the Federal
Government of all literature dealing with the Soviet Union although it is freely
available in England'.

Books did continue to arrive from England, albeit slowly, and some local

activity continued, especially in Melbourne where the club (and the Australian
Civil Liberties Council) was based around Rawson's left but independent

bookshop. The Victorian Research Group attached to the club issued about ten

pamphlets and booklets. These included Brian Fitzpatrick's Monopoly,
originally published by the sister group in New South Wales(which appears to
have folded soon after the banning of the CPA), and titles covering

contemporary issues such as Air Raid Precautions: sham or shelter (1940) and
Australian Women at War (1943). There were also pamphlets thinking about the
future such as Oswald Barnett and W. O. Burt's Housing the Australian Nation
(1942)

What of the achievement and legacy of the Left Book Club? In a 1938 editorial

in Left New, its founder, Victor Gollancz, described the club 'as the most
successful political adventure of our generation .

According to Robin Gollan in his Revolutionaries and Reformists: communism and
the Australian Labour Movement, 1920-1955:

[t]he Club did have a significant impact on Australia in influencing
trade union opinion and policy. It provided a meeting ground on
which communists could make common cause with the handful of

people who were seized with the menace of fascism but were not

fully persuaded that the Soviet Union was the exemplar of good
society. It was also a fertile recruiting ground for the Communist
Party itself...(p.70)

And, in his autobiography. Challenging Faith (1993) Western Australian
communist John McKenzie spoke of the influence of the Left Book Club.
A succession of Club books and Penguin specials made us well
informed about the happenings in Europe. Well before the war,
readers of Left Books knew of the Nazi concentration camps, the

torture and killing of political prisoners, and the Hitler policy tor
elimination of the Jews . . ■ The Left Book Club educated a whole
generation in radical politics,(p.75)

Other communist and left-wing activists (Amirah Inglis, Ian Turner, Marie
Gollan, John Sendy, to name just a few) have written about the influence on
them of Left Book Club books. There were many, many others within the
broader labour movement who were both influenced and educated by their

reading of Left Book Club books. Its legacy is thus far more than a few unusual
red covered books marked 'Left Book Club- Not for Sale to the Public' that one

occasionally finds in secondhand bookshops including the International
Bookshop in Melbourne's Trades Hall.
Further Reading

John Arnold,'The Left Book Club in Australia: achieving reform and change
through reading and its attempted suppression' in Australian Cultural History,
no. 20,2001

Paul Laity ed.. Left Book Club Anthology,London: Gollancz,2001.
John Lewis,The Left Book Club,London: Gollancz,1970

Meeting Place
Meetings ofthe Labour History Society are held in the meeting room
attached to the New International Bookshop at the Melbourne Trades Hall
Enter the Trades Hall through the Victoria St entrance
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MEETING DATES FOR THE REST OF 2001

Sundays — 26 August, 14 October,9 December
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